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Task1:  Read the text and circle the right answer. (03 pts) 
1. The text is:     a- a blog page           b- a dialogue        c- an e-mail 
2. The mother is teaching her:     a- daughter      b- nephew     c- son 
3. She  is talking about:  a- the leg      b- the hand   c- the whole body 

Task 2:  Read the text again and name these parts of the body. (02 pt) 
 
 

 

 

 

       The heel            ……………..     ………………       ……………..       ………………. 

Task 3:  I match the pairs. (02 pts) 
• You play soccer with your             * finger   

• You write with your                      * hand 

• You show the way with your          * arms 

• You cross your                              * foot 

Mum: Listen, Ramy. I am going to teach you the English 
names of your body parts. Are you ready?  
Ramy: Yes, Mum. Go ahead. 
Mum: The leg is the lower part of your body. You have two 
legs. The top part of the body is called the thigh and the 
lowest part is called the foot. You have two feet. You play 
football with your foot …(football).  
Between your thigh and your shin there is a joint called the 
knee. It helps you fold your leg. 
There is another joint called the ankle, which connects your 
foot to your leg. Is it OK Ramy? 
Ramy: Yes, Mum. It is all right.  

 

    
 

 

 

 

 



Mastery of language:  

Task 1: I read the words and arrange these words according to the pronunciation of 
the letters in bold type. (03 pts ) 

chest – headache – school – shin – shoulder – match – mechanic – chef – shoes 

/ ʃ / / tʃ / / k / 
………………………… ………………………… ………………………… 

………………………… ………………………… ………………………… 

………………………… ………………………… ………………………… 

Task 2: I look at the pictures and fill in the gaps with the appropriate word. (04 pts) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The part between the neck and the top of the arm is called the ……………………. . 

The joint between the arm and the hand is called the …………………. . 

The ………………… connects the foot to the leg.  

The joint that helps you fold your leg is called the …………………. . 

The integrated situation:  The mother is now teaching Ramy the parts of the arm. I 
look at the pictures above and fill in the gaps. ( 06 pts ) 

Ramy: What about my arm, Mom? 

Mom: This is my arm with my……………… at its end. My hand or yours has five …………….. . 

We have two ……………… so we have ten …………………… .  

Ramy: What do we call the joint in the middle of my arm, Mom? 

Mom: We call it the …………………… . It helps you to fold your …………….. . 

 


